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ABSTRACT. The equation du/dt = Au —pu represents diffusion with killing.
The strength of the killing is described by the measure p, which is not assumed to be finite or even <T-finite (to illustrate the effect of infinite values
for /i, it may be noted that the diffusion is completely absorbed on any set
A such that p(B) = oo for every nonpolar subset B of A). In order to give
rigorous mathematical
meaning to this general diffusion equation with killing,
one may interpret the solution u as arising from a variational problem, via
the resolvent, or one may construct a semigroup probabilistically,
using a multiplicative functional.
Both constructions are carried out here, shown to be
consistent, and applied to the study of the diffusion equation, as well as to
the study of the related Dirichlet problem for the equation An —pu = 0. The
class of diffusions studied here is closed with respect to limits when the domain
is allowed to vary. Two appropriate forms of convergence are considered, the
first being -y-convergence of the measures p., which is defined in terms of the
variational problem, and the second being stable convergence in distribution
of the multiplicative functionals associated with the measures p. These two
forms of convergence are shown to be equivalent.

1. Let D be an open set in Rd, d > 2. Let Mo be the class of nonnegative
measures, not necessarily cr-finite, which do not charge polar sets. For each p in
Mo, we wish to consider two problems:
Problem 1. Find the solution u of the p-Dirichlet problem on D with data g on

3D, that is:
(1.1)
(1.2)

-Au + pu = 0 on D,
u = g on 3D.

For brevity, we will say that a solution of (1.1) is p-harmonic on D. (This usage
is not related to the notion of rt-harmonic functions, as defined, for example, in [12,

VIII.l].)
Problem 2. Find the solution v: (0, oo) x Rd —►R of the p-diffusion
with initial data equal to some measure u on Rd, that is:

(1.3)

dv/dt = Av - pv

(1.4)

limi>(£, •) = v
t|0

equation

on{0,œ)xRd,

in distribution

sense.

We could generalize Problem 2 to the case that v satisfies a boundary condition

(1.5)

v{t, ■)= 0

on Dc for all t,
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but this problem is really included in the previous form of Problem 2 for an appropriate choice of p, as we shall see.
Naturally, it is necessary to give a precise meaning to equations (1.1) and (1.3)
when p is a general measure. When p has a density in the Kato class [1], not
necessarily positive, the usual probabilistic Feynman-Kac method [1] can be applied to solve Problems 1 and 2, and in present case, in which p is required to
be positive, the same approach is easily extended to general p (§4). However, the
partial differential equations (1.1) and (1.3) no longer hold in this general case, in
the usual distribution sense [8]. One can of course declare the functions appearing
in the Feynman-Kac formulae to be solutions, but this is now a definition rather
than a theorem, since the equations have not been given a meaning independent of
the solution method. However, even for general p, an interpretation for (1.1) was
given in [8 and 9], by defining u as the solution of a variational problem (§2). The
measure p in this case represents a penalization on the solution. It was shown in [8]
that this general form of Problem 1 provides an appropriate framework for studying limits of solutions of Dirichlet problems in varying domains with "holes" (cf.
[7, 16-19]). Equation (1.3) can also be interpreted variationally, in terms of the
resolvent family associated with —A + p. In the present paper we will consider this
formulation, and at the same time develop the probabilistic interpretation for both
Problems 1 and 2. The solution of (1.3) will be defined (§4) using an appropriate
multiplicative functional M(p) associated with p for each p in Alo- A multiplicative
functional is a special type of randomized stopping time (§3). We will show (§4) that
this functional gives the same semigroup as the variational approach to (1.3), and
(§6) that the usual probabilistic formula (6.11) gives the solution to the variational
form of Problem 1. The proof that the two methods of solutions are consistent
is based on the general connection between 7-convergence and stable convergence
described below. We will also (Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 6.3) give two criteria for
the Dirichlet regularity of a point for a /i-harmonic function.
It should be noted that, when measures p which are not Radon are used, two
distinct measures px and p2 can induce the same variational solutions for Problems
1 and 2. Thus we define (§2) two measures p\ and p2 to be equivalent if this is the
case. Because of the variational formulation of these problems, we may express the
equivalence of px and p2 more briefly by requiring that

(1.6)

/ u2 dpi = I u2 dp2,

for all functions u in Hl(Rd).
We will show (Lemma 4.1) that p\ and p2 are equivalent

if and only if pi(V)

=

P2{V) for every finely open set V in Rd.
The study of limits of solutions of Problem 1 in varying domains [8] referred
to earlier, was carried out using the notion of -7-convergence of measures (§2). In
particular, it was shown in [8] that the space of measures is compact with respect
to 7-convergence, and that finite measures with smooth densities are dense in Alo
with respect to 7-convergence. A similar analysis can be carried out for Problem
2, using the resolvent family, and we shall show this in §4. At the same time, we
will develop the connection between 7-convergence of measures and stable convergence of stopping times. This latter convergence was applied in [4 and 5] to study
the limits of diffusions in varying regions with holes, using, in particular, the fact
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that the space of stopping times is compact with respect to stable convergence [3].
In the present paper we will show (Theorem 3.2) that the space of multiplicative
functionals is compact with respect to stable convergence. Furthermore, we show
(Theorem 4.2) that a sequence {pn) 7-converges to p if and only if the associated
sequence of multiplicative functionals M{pn) converges stably to M(p). We thus
obtain a probabilistic interpretation of 7-convergence of measures. Whereas in the
analytical theory of 7-convergence, the convergence is defined in terms of functionals on L2-spaces, the probabilistic notion is expressed as a weak convergence for
associated probability measures on an appropriate sample space.
In §3 we develop some general facts concerning stable convergence (Lemma 3.1,
Theorem 3.1). As one application, in Theorem 3.3 we show the relation between
stable convergence of multiplicative functionals and stong resolvent convergence for
the associated semigroups. This enables us to show the correspondence between
7-convergence and stable convergence, since, in Theorem 2.1, 7-convergence is also
characterized in terms of resolvent convergence.
2. In this section we shall approach Problems 1 and 2 of §1 analytically, from
the variational standpoint. The results we state without proof are for the most part
proved in [8 and 9], and we shall follow the terminology of those papers. We will
give a precise meaning to the weak inhomogeneous boundary value problem (2.1),
(2.2), and thence to the resolvent operator. The resolvent operator would provide
an indirect route to the definition of diffusion with a general killing measure, i.e.
to Problem 2, but we will use a more direct probabilistic approach in §§3 and 4 to
accomplish the same task. After proving some convergence and regularity results
for solutions of (2.1), (2.2), and in particular for resolvents, we introduce the idea
of 7-convergence of measures (Definition 2.7). As we show in §4, this form of
convergence is entirely parallel to the stable convergence defined probabilistically
in §3, so we will develop many of our later convergence results in terms of stable
convergence. The link between the two forms of convergence is made through the
convergence of the resolvent operator.
Before proceeding we note some terminology.
A measure will mean as usual
a countably additive set function, taking values in [0, 00], and so not necessarily
finite. In particular a measure is nonnegative unless explicitly stated to be a signed
measure. We may at times refer to a measure as nonnegative for emphasis. (As a
convenient brief notation, we will denote by fp the measure u such that dv = f dp,
and we will write lc for the indicator of a set C.) A set of classical capacity zero
is a polar set, and a property that is true except on a polar set will be said to hold
quasi everywhere or q.e. L2(D,p) denotes the measurable functions on D which
are square-integrable
with respect to p on D. Let m denote Lebesgue measure

on Rd. When integrating we will also denote m{dx) simply by dx. We will write
L2(D,m) as L2(D), and sometimes write || ■||l2(l>) as || • || when the meaning is
clear (we will also use \\ijj\\ in later sections to denote the total variation norm of a
signed measure ip). We will often consider functions in the Sobolev space H1{D)
(cf. [19]), where D is an open set in Rd, by which is meant the space of functions
in L2(D) with distributional first derivatives in L2(D). H1{D) is a Banach space
with norm || • ||h'(d) giyen by

ll/ll//'(C)=(ll/ll^(rJ)

+ l|V/||2L2(0))1/2.
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H1{D) is closed under finite lattice operations
tions in Hl(D) are given quasi everywhere.
v G H1{D),

limr 10 fBixsv(y)

dy/m{Br{x))

(cf. [19, Appendix A of II]). FuncMore precisely, for any function

exists and is finite for quasi every x

in D. Here Br{x) denotes the open ball with center x and radius r. We will adopt
the following convention concerning the pointwise values of a function v in H1{D):
for every x G D we will always require that

f

liminf /
ri°

v (v ) du

Í

—._ , ,, < v(x) < lim sup /

Jbt(x) m{Br(x))

rl0

v{y)dy

JEBr(x) m(Br{x))'

With this convention the pointwise value v(x) is determined quasi everywhere in D,
and the function v is quasi continuous in D, i.e. for any s > 0 there exists an open
set U of capacity less than e such that the restriction of v to D —U is continuous.
We denote by H¿ (D) the closure in H1 (D) of the smooth functions with compact
support in D. Intuitively this is the class of functions in H1 (D) that vanish at the

boundary.
There is a close connection between H1 (D) and the space of charges with finite
self-energy familiar from classical potential theory. Let G be the classical potential
operator on Rd defined in [12, 1.1.5], so that Gp is the Newtonian potential of p

if d = 3, and Gp is the logarithmic potential of p if d = 2. More generally, if D is
any Green region [12, 1.II.13] let GD be the classical Green potential operator on
D [12, l.VII.l], and let [p, v]d = f GDpdv denote the corresponding energy inner
product [12, 1.XIII.3]. It is a simple matter to show that if t[>is a bounded signed
measure on D, with [|^UV'|]d < oo, then \i¡),iP]d = \' \V(GDtp)\2dm, and if GDip

is also in L2{D), then GDtp G H0l{D) (cf. also [20, 1.4 and VI.1]).
We now consider an inhomogeneous version of Problem 1. Let D be an open set
in Rd, p a member of the class Mo defined in §1, so that p is a measure that does not
charge polar sets but may be infinite on nonpolar sets. Let / G L2(D), g G H1(D).
We consider

a solution

(2.1)
(2.2)
In order to interpret

u of

-Au + pu = f in D,
u = g on 3D.
these equations

rigorously, we make the following definitions.

DEFINITION2.1. A function u G Hxíoc(D)f\L2oc{D,p) will be called a local weak
solution of (2.1) if

(2.3)

/ Vu ■Vv dx + / uvdp=
Jd
Jd

\ fvdx
Jd

for every v G Hx (D) C\L2(D, p) with support v compact in D. When / = 0we will
also say that u is p-harmonic on D. A local weak solution u of (2.1) will be called
a weak solution of the boundary problem (2.1), (2.2) if

(2.4)

u-gGH¿(D).

(Of course, (2.4) implies that u G H^D).)
We note that unless p is a Radon measure (that is, p{K) < oo for every compact
set K), the weak solutions just defined are not solutions in the distribution sense
in D (see [8, Remark 3.9]). However if // 6 Alo is Radon, it is proved in [8]
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3.8) that u is a local weak solution of (2.1), according to Definition

2.1, if and only if
(2.5)

uGHx1oc(D)nL2oc(D,p)

and it is a solution of equation (2.1) in the sense of distributions,

(2.6)

/ Vu-Vpdx-rJd

Jd

utpdp=

Jd

f<pdx

The solutions of (2.1), (2.2) can be characterized

PROPOSITION2.1.
let g G H1(D)

that is

for every <pG Cq°(I>).
in variational terms as follows.

Let D be any open set in Rd. Let f G L2(D) be given and

be given such that there exists some w G H1(D) n L2(D,p)

w —g G H¿(D).

with

Then u is a weak solution of (2.1), (2.2) if and only if u is the

(unique) minimum point of the functional

(2.7)

F{v) = [ \Vv\2dx + i v2dp-2 [ fvdx
Jd
Jd
Jd
on the set {v: v G Hl(D),v - g G H¿(D)}. Moreover, u G HX(D) n L2(D,p)

and condition (2.3) holds for every v G Hq(D) nL2(D,p).
Furthermore, if D is
bounded, such a solution u exists for arbitrary p G Mo- If D is unbounded, u exists
for every p G Mo, such that p > Am, where m denotes Lebesgue measure in Rd and
A is any positive constant.

For D bounded, the proof can be found in [9, Theorem 2.4] and Proposition 2.5.
The same proof can be adapted to the case D unbounded.
Note that in (2.7) the integral fDv2dp is well defined, because v G H1(D) can
be specified up to sets of capacity zero and these sets have p measure zero.
Let us introduce a special class of measures p G Mo, corresponding to homogeneous Dirichlet conditions on Borel sets of Rd.
DEFINITION 2.2. For any Borel set E let oo^ denote the measure which is +oo
on all nonpolar Borel subsets of E, and 0 on every Borel subset of Ec and on every

polar set.
The boundary problem (2.1), (2.2), with g = 0 on 3D, can be formulated as
an equation of the form (2.1) in Rd, provided we replace the measure p with the
measure p + ooe, with E = Dc.

PROPOSITION 2.2.
is a weak solution

Let D be an open set in Rd, f G L2(D), p G M0. Then u

of the boundary problem

(2.8)
(2.9)
{in particular,
the equation

(2.10)

-Aw + pu = f in D,
u = 0 on 3D
u G Hq(D)),

-AU+{p

if and only if u = U\d, where U is a weak solution of

+ œE)U = f

inRd,withE

= Dc.

PROOF. Let us first recall that V G H1^4) and V = 0 q.e. on E = Dc implies
that V\D G H^(D)\ see e.g. J. Deny [11], L. Hedberg [16].
Let u be a solution of (2.8), (2.9). By Proposition 2.1, u G H¿(D) n L2(D,p)
and (2.3) holds for every v G H¿(D)nL2{D,p).
Let U = u in D, U = 0 in E = Dc.
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Then U G H1{Rd)nL2{Rd, p + ocE). Now let V G H1{Rd)nL2(Rd,p
+ cx,E) with
compact support; since V = 0 q.e. on E, we have V\d G Hq(D), and therefore

f VÍ/W dx+ JRd
f UVd{p+ œE)= Jr*
f fVdx,

J Rd

and hence U is a weak solution of (2.10).

Now let U be a solution of (2.10) and let u = U\D. Since U G L2(Rd,p + œE)
we have U = 0 q.e. on E, thus u G Hq(D) and u is a weak solution of (2.8), so the
proposition is proved.
In view of Proposition 2.1, with every p G Mo we associate the family of resolvent
operators R®{p) = (—A + p + Am)-1, D open C Rd, A G R+, as in the following.

DEFINITION 2.3. Let D be bounded open and A > 0 or D unbounded open
and A > 0. Then the operator Äf (p): L2(D) -> L2{D) is defined to be the
mapping that associates with every / G L2(D) the (unique) weak solution u G

HQl{D)n L2(D,p) c L2(D) of the problem

-Au + (p + Xm)u = f

in D,

u = 0 on 3D,

where m denotes the Lebesgue measure on Rd.
By Proposition 2.1, the linear operators R\{p)

are well defined and continuous

with

(2.11)

l|Ä?(M)ll<(A + A1(/i,D))-1l

where

\1(p,D) = inf ( f \Vv\2dx+ j v2dp\ I j v2dx
(note that Xi(p,D) > 0 if D is bounded).
This is easily proved by taking v = u in (2.3), where p has been replaced by
p + Am, giving
/

Jd

\Vu\2dx+

Jd

u2dp + X

Jd

u2da:<

||/||z,2(r,)||u||L2(I5),

hence
[\ + \!(p,D)]

[

JD

u2dx<\\f\\L2{D)\\u\\L2{Dh

which implies (2.11).
Let us also remark that the range of R^ip)
respect to the norm

/

Jd

|Vu|2dz+

/ u2dp+

Jd

If not, there exists v G Hq(D) D L2(D, p),v^0

¡s dense in H¿(D) D L2(D,p)

with

/ u2dx

Jd

such that

/ Vu ■Vf dx + j uv dp + A / uv dx = 0
Jd
Jd
Jd
for every u = R®(p)f and every / G L2(D). Taking Definition 2.3 into account,
this implies fD fvdx = 0 for every / G L2(D), giving a contradiction.
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For every / 6 L2(Rd) and every open subset D of Rd we now define R®(p)f to
be Rx{p) applied to the restriction of / to D. We will then define R^(p)f to be
zero outside D, so that R®(p)f is defined on all of Rd when convenient.
The following comparison principle holds, for local weak solutions of equation
(2.1) (see [9, Theorem 2.10]):

PROPOSITION 2.3.

Let pi,P2 G Mo and let u\,u2 be local weak solutions of

the equations

-Aui

4- UiUi = /i

in D,

-Au2 + p<iu2 = f2

in D,

where D is an open set in Rd. If pi < P2 as measures on D, 0 < f^, < /i on D,
and 0 < U2 < Ui on 3D, then 0 < u2 < ui quasi everywhere in D.

We recall that for u,v G HXoc(D) we say that u < v on 3D if and only if

(v-u)A0

G H^(D).

COROLLARY. Let £>i and D2 be open sets in Rd, DiGD2gD,
pG M0, f G
L2(D), / > 0. Then Rf1 (p)f < Rx 2(p)f quasi everywhere on Rd, provided A > 0
and D is bounded or A > 0 and D is unbounded.
Resolvents on unbounded
domains, according to

LEMMA 2.1.

regions can be approximated

by resolvents on bounded

Let Dn, D be open sets in Rd, with Dn \ D. Let p G M0, A > 0,

/ £ L2(Rd). Then R°n(p)f -» Äf {p)f in L2(Rd) as n -►oo.
PROOF. By (2.11), the operators R^n(p)
L2(Rd) into L2(Rd). Therefore, it suffices to
dense subset of L2(Rd). We assume that / has
may also assume that / > 0 in D. Let un =
/ > 0, un converges monotonically upward to a
for each n > no, and hence by (2.7),
/

\Vuno\2dx+

/

J Dn

ul0d{p + \m) - 2

J Dn

>

/

are uniformly bounded in n from
prove the lemma for every / in a
compact support in some Dno. We
Rx n{p)f and u = R®(p)f.
Since
limit w in D. Clearly un G Hq {Dn)

Jd„

funodx
JD„

\Vun\2dx + /

Jd„

u2ld(p + Xm)-2

Jd„

fundx.

Hence
/ |Vno|2<¿:r+ / u2nod(p + Am) +2 / fundx
Jd
Jd
Jd«
> /

Jd

Thus Hunlli/ifD) is bounded

|Vun|2rix-r-A

/ u\dx.

Jd

and hence, since it„|to,

un —>w weakly in H1(D).

Let v G H1(D) n L2(D,p) and let the support of v be compact in D. Let us
suppose v > 0. Let ni be such that support v C Dn¡. Then, by (2.3) for each
n > max(n0,n1),

/ Vu„ • Wvdx + I unvd(p + Xm)= / fvdx.
Jd
Jd
Jd
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By weak convergence in the first term and monotone convergence in the second
term, we obtain

/ Vw -Vvdx + / wvd(p + Xm)= / fvdx.
Jd
Jd
Jd
Since w is a weak limit of elements in H¿(D), then w G Hq(D). Since w < u,
w G L2(D,p).
Hence, by the uniqueness part of Proposition 2.1, u = w. This
proves Lemma 2.1.

REMARK 2.1. It follows in particular from Lemma 2.1 that
and if the functions R^n(p)f G H1(Rd) are pointwise defined
the convention mentioned above, then Rx n{p)f Î R®(p)f q.e.
With each p G Mq and each open set D in Rd we associate

if / > 0 a.e. in Rd
in Rd according to
in Rd.
the following func-

tional Fjff(V) defined on L2oc(D) by setting

(2.12)
(2.13)

F°{v)=

í |Vu|2d:r-r-f v2dp ifvGH¿{D),

JD
Fj?(y) = +00

Jd
if v € L2(D), but v not in Hr){D).

If D = Rd, we denote the corresponding functional by Fu.
Since p does not charge polar sets, the functional Fj? is lower semicontinuous

in

L2(D).
By Proposition 2.1, knowledge of Ff? is sufficient to determine the solution of
the /i-Dirichlet problem. Clearly two different measures pi,p2 may give rise to the
same functional. This leads to
DEFINITION 2.4. Two measures pi,P2 G Mo are equivalent, in which case we
write pi ~ p2, if F® (v) = F®2(v) for every open set D c Rd, and every v G L2(D).

Obviously, pi ~ p2 if and only if

(2.14)

/

Jr*

v2dpi=

f

Jr*

v2dp2

for every vG i/1^).

We will see in Lemma 4.1 that two measures are equivalent
agree on all finely open sets.
We need the following result from [8, Lemma 4.5]:

if and only if they

PROPOSITION 2.4. For every p G Mo there exists a nonnegative Radon measure
v, with v G H~1(Rd), and a nonnegative Borel function q: Rd —►
[0, oo], such that
p ~ qv in the sense of Definition 2.4.
We recall that a Radon measure u on Rd belongs to the space H~1(Rd)
dual space of H1(Rd)) if there exists a constant c > 0 such that

(2.15)
for every <pG Co'{Rd)-

/
Jr"

¡pdv <cIMItf'(/r.<i)

We also recall that if v is a nonnegative

Rd which belongs to H-l{Rd),

(the

Radon measure on

then v G M0 and (2.15) holds for every <pG i/x(Äd).

We define H~1(D) similarly for any D. If D is a Green region, it is easy to see that
any signed measure ip with finite energy is in H~1(D), and a sequence tpn which
converges in energy norm converges in H~1(D).
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We will denote by Mi the space of measures of the form qv: with v G H~1(Rd),
and q a nonnegative Borel function from Rd to [0, oo]. Proposition 2.4 can now be
expressed by saying that for each p G Mo there exists ui G Mi with pi ~ p.
DEFINITION 2.5. Let G+ denote the operator obtained using the positive part
of the classical potential. That is, G+ = G for d > 2, and G+ contains the singular
part of the logarithmic kernel when d = 2. Let M 2 denote the space of finite
measures p on Rd such that G+p is bounded and continuous on Rd. It is well
known that G+p is continuous if and only if

(2.16)

lim sup /

e~>° xeB J {\x-y\<s}

k+{\x - y\) p(dy) =0

for every bounded set B in Rd, where k denotes the classical potential kernel (see,
for instance, [1]). It follows easily that if p G M2 and v is a measure with 0 < v < p,
then v G M2We may strengthen Proposition 2.4 somewhat:
PROPOSITION 2.5. For every p G Mq there exists a measure ip G M2, and
a nonnegative Borel function h: Rd —* [0,00], such that p ~ hip in the sense of

Definition 2.4.
PROOF. Clearly we may assume p has support in a bounded ball B. For a
measure v with support in B, G+v will be bounded and continuous on Rd if Gv
is bounded and continuous on B. By Proposition 2.4 there exists a nonnegative
Radon measure v G H~1(Rd), and a nonnegative Borel function q: Rd —*[0,00],
such that p ~ qv. Replacing v by q\v, where q\ is an appropriate Borel function,
we may assume that v is finite supported on B. Since v is finite, Gv is finite except
on at most a set of capacity zero. Thus Gv < 00, v-&.e. It follows from [12, I.V.9],
that there exists a sequence vn G M2 with v = ^nLi Vn- By choosing positive
constants cn sufficiently small, we have ip = Y2n°=i cnVn such that ip G M2- Since
v <C ip, the proposition follows.
Measures in M2 will play an important role in what follows. The next proposition
gives one useful property of these measures.

PROPOSITION 2.6.
harmonic on D.
everywhere.

Let p G M2, let D be open in Rd, u G H^D),

Then there exists w, continuous

u p-

on D, such that u = w quasi

PROOF. Let x G D. Let B be an open ball containing x with compact closure in
D, with diameter less than 1. Let w± denote the solution of the //-Dirichlet problem
on B with boundary data u±. Let u± denote the solution of the ordinary Dirichlet
problem on B with boundary data u*1. w±,v± exist by Proposition 2.1. Clearly
w± —v± G Hq(B). Hence w± = v± on 3B, so by Proposition 2.3 w* < u± q.e. on
B. By uniqueness for the /i-Dirichlet problem (Proposition 2.1), u = w+ —w~ on
B. Hence |u| < v+ +v~ q.e. on B, and hence u is locally bounded on D.
Since Au = pu in distribution sense in B (see [8, Proposition 3.8]), we have

u = G+(u+\Bp)

+ G+(u~\bp)

+ h

where h is harmonic in B. Since u+ and u~ are bounded in B, the measures u+|b"
and u~\bP belong to M2, therefore the corresponding potentials are continuous,
hence u is continuous on B.
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Let D be a bounded open set in Rd, pn, p G Mo with pn 1 p
asn-> <x,gGH1{D)r\L2(D,p),
g>0, f gL2{D), / > 0. Let un, u denote the
solutions, in the sense of Definition 2.1, of

Then un [u
PROOF.

—Au + pnun = f

in D,

—Au+ pu = f

in D,

un = g

u= g

on 3D,

on 3D.

quasi everywhere as n —►
oo, and \\un —u\\Hi(D) —>0 as n —►
oo.

By Proposition

2.3, un j and un > u > 0 for ail n. Let w = limn-^oo un.

By (2.12), (2.13), and Proposition

2.1, for every n > m we have

F?(u) - 2 / fudx > F°(u) - 2 f fudx > F^(un) - 2 / fundx
Jd

(2.17)

jd

>F?Jun)-2

jd

[ fundx.

JD

Hence

/ |Vu|2ctr + / u2dp + 2
fuidx>
Jd
Jd
Jd

/ |Vun|2cte.
Jd

Thus ||u„||tfi(jD) is bounded, sou„ —►
u; weakly in H1(D), and also u„ —g —►
w—g
weakly in Hl(D). Since un - g G H¿(D), w - g G H¿(D).
By lower semicontinuity

of F® we obtain from (2.17)

Fp%{w) - 2 / fwdx<
Jd
< liminf
n-oo

liminf F? (u„) - 2 / fundx
™-,0° L
Jd

Fj? (u„) —2 / fundx\

L ^

<F,?(u)-2

jD

J

< lim sup F^ (u„) - 2 / fundx
„^oo

L Mn

yD

/ /udi.

By taking the limit as m —►
oo we obtain

(2.18)
By Proposition

F}?(w)- 2 f fwdx > F®{u)- 2 [ fudx.
Jd

Jd

2.1 u is the unique minimum point of the functional

F?(v)-2

[ fvdx
JD

on the set {v: v G Hl(D),vobtain w = u and

(2.19)

g G H¿{D)}. Since w - g G H¿(D), from (2.18) we

F?(u)=

lim F£K).

Since un î p and u„ J. u we have

/ u2dp<

lim

/ u2d/i„.

Therefore from (2.19) we obtain

(2.20)

/

Jd

|Vu|2efz = lim

/

™^°°Jd

|Vun|2dx.
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Since (un) converges to u weakly in H1(D) and un - g G Hq(D), (2.20) implies
that (un) converges to u strongly in H1(D), so Proposition 2.7 is proved.
We now introduce a variational convergence for sequences (pn) in Mo, using the
notion of T-convergence for functionals in the calculus of variations (see [10] and
also [2], where such convergence is called epi-convergence). T-convergence in turn
is based on the abstract Kuratowski convergence, which can be formulated in an
arbitrary metric space X as follows:
DEFINITION 2.6. Let (Fn) be a sequence of functions from X into R, and let
F be a function from X into R. We say that (Fn) T-converges to F in X if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(a) for every u G X and for every sequence (un) converging to u in X

F{u) < liminf Fn(un);
n—>oo

(b) for every u G X there exists a sequence (u„) converging to u in X such that

F{u) > lim sup Fn(un).
n—»oo

We now define the 7-convergence of a sequence (un) in Mo in terms of the Tconvergence of the corresponding functionals FUn defined on the space L2(Rd) by

equations (2.12) and (2.13) with D = Rd.
DEFINITION 2.7. We say that a sequence (pn) in Mo 7-converges to the measure
p G Mo if the sequence of functionals (FUn) T-converges to the functional Fu in

L2(Rd) as in Definition 2.6.
The following proposition shows that our definition of 7-convergence is equivalent

to Definition 4.8 of [8].
PROPOSITION 2.8.

Let (pn) be a sequence in Mo and let p G Mo- The following

conditions are equivalent:
(a) (pn) ^-converges to p;
(b) (Fj? ) Y-converges to Fj? in L2(D) for every open set D in Rd\
(c) {Fj?n) Y-converges to Fj? in L2{D) for every bounded open set D in Rd.
PROOF.

For every open set D in Rd we consider the following functionals

on

L2(D):

(2.21)

Ff(u)

= inf i lim sup F°n{un): u„ -» u in L2{D) \ ,

(2.22)

FB(v) = inf {liminf F°n{un): un — u in L2(£>)} .

I, n—>oo

"

J

If D = Rd, we denote the corresponding functionals by F+ and F_.
It is easy to see (by a diagonal argument) that the infima in (2.21) and (2.22)
are achieved by suitable sequences and that F+ and F£ are lower semicontinuous
on L2(D) (see [10, Proposition 1.8]). Moreover, Ff is the T-limit in L2(D) of the

sequence (FfJ if and only if F? = F? and both equal F° on L2(D).
Since FF < F$ on L2{D) and Ff(u) = Ff(u) = Ff{u) if u is not in H0l{D),
it follows that the T-convergence

F+ <Fp° <FB on Hr](D).

of F^n to Fj? is equivalent

to the inequalities
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Let us prove that (a) implies (b). Assume (a), which is equivalent to Fß = F- =
F+ on L2(Rd).
Let D be open in Rd. Let us prove that

(2.23)

F°<F°

on Hl0(D).

Let u G Hq(D) with F?(u)
< oo. By (2.22) there exists a sequence (u„)
converging to u in L2(D) such that F?(u) = liminf„_00 F^n(un). We may assume
u„ 6 Hq{D) for every n. If we extend un to i2d by putting un =0 outside D, we
have that

un G H1(Rd)

and F^(un)

= FUn(un),

therefore

FE(u) = liminf FUn{un) > F_(u) = F„(u)
n—»oo

and (2.23) is proved.
Let us prove that

(2.24)

F?<F?

on Hl(D).

Let u € Hq(D) with compact support

in d and such that F^(u)

< oo. We extend

u to Rd by putting u = 0 outside D, so that u G H1(Rd) and i+(u)
Fj?(u).

= Fß(u) =

By (2.21) there exists a sequence (un) converging to u in L2(Rd) such that

•F,?(w) = i+(u)

= Ihn sup .FM„(un) < oo.
n—»oo

Therefore

un G Hl(Rd)

for n large enough and

lim sup /

|Vun|2(ix

< limsupFMn(u„)

n—»oo J Hd

< oo,

n—»oo

so that (u„) converges to u weakly in H1(Rd).

Let p 6 Co°(D) with 0 < tp < 1 and p = 1 on the support of u. Then
<pun G Hq{D)

and, by Rellich's

theorem,

the sequence

(<pun) converges

to u in

L2(D), hence

F°(u) KlrmmpF^tpun)
n—»oo

= limsupj
n-»oo

/ {<p2\Vun\2+
(Jd

<limsupF/Jn(u„)+
n—»oo

2<punV<pVun+u2n\V<p\2}dx

+ / <p2u2ndpn\
Jd
)

/ [2ipuV<pVu + u2\V<p\2}dx = F^u).

JD

Therefore (2.24) is proved when u has compact support on D. In the general
case u G Hq(D), there exists a sequence (vn) of functions in H¿(D) with compact
support in D which converges to u strongly in H¿ (D) and such that the sequence
(i>2) is increasing and converges to u2 pointwise quasi everywhere on D. By the
monotone convergence theorem and by the lower semicontinuity of Ff? we obtain

F?(u) < liminf
F^K)
n—»oo

< n—»oo
lim F?(vn)
= F?(u),
^
^

which proves (2.24).
Condition (b) follows now from (2.23) and (2.24).
The implication

(b)=>(c) is trivial.
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Let us prove that (c) implies (a). Assume (c). We prove that

(2.25)

FM<F_

on Hl(B^).

Let u G H1(Rd) with F_(u) < oo.
converging to u in L2(Rd) such that

liminf /

n—»oo Jftd

By (2.22) there exists a sequence

|Vu„|2da; < liminf FUn(un) = F-(u)
n—»oo

We may assume that u„ 6 H1(Rd)
Let V be a nonincreasing

(un)

< -f-co.

and that (u„) converges to u weakly in

function on R+ of class C°° such that 0 < ip < 1,

V>(i)= 1 for 0 < t < 1, and t/>(0 = 0 for í > 2. For every k G N, let ¡pk G Co°(#d)
be defined by
(2.26)

ipk(x) = ip(\x\/k).

Let us fix k G N and a bounded open set .D containing the support of <pk, so that
(Ff?n) T-converges to Fj? in L2(D). Then (<£>fcU„)converges to <pku in L2(D) as
n —»oo, hence

Fp{<pku) = F®{<pku) < liminf F°{<pkun)

= liminf^ / [¡p2k\Vun\2+ 2ipkunV<pkVun+ul\V<pk\2]dx+
n^°° (Jd
< liminf Fu(un)
n-»oo

+ /

yñ<i

/ ip2ku2ndpr,
Jd

[2tpkuV(pkVu +u2\\7<pk\2]dx.

Since (Vtpk) converges to 0 uniformly on Rd and (<pku) converges to u in Hl(Rd),
by the lower semicontinuity of Fu we obtain

FJu)

< liminf FJ<pku) < liminf FMn(u„) = F_(u),
k—»oo

ra—»oo

which proves (2.25).
Let us prove that

(2.27)

F+<FU

Let u G Hl(Rd)

with F^u)

ontf1^).

< oo and let (tpk) be the sequence in C^iR'1)

defined in the previous step of the proof.
Let us fix k G N and a bounded open set D containing the support of <pkso that
(Fjj°) T-converges to Fj? in L2(D). Since <pku G Ho(Rd), there exists a sequence
(u„) converging to <pku in L2(D) such that

Fu{<pku) = F¡?{<pku) = lim F°{un)
^

n—»oo

^"

< oo.

Then u„ G í/g (D) for n large enough. If we extend un to i?d by putting u„ = 0
outside D we obtain that un G H1(Rd) and (u„) converges to ¡pku in L2(Rd), hence
F+(^fcu)

< limsupFMn(u„)
n—»oo

= lim F^(un)
n

*°°

= Fß(tpku).
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Since (<pku) converges to u strongly in H1(Rd) and (flu2) is increasing and
converges to u2 quasi everywhere in Rd, by the monotone convergence theorem
and by the lower semicontinuity of F+ we obtain

F+{u) < liminf F+(tpku) = lim FJ<pku) = FJu),
fc—»oo

k—»oo

which proves (2.27).
Condition (a) now follows from (2.25) and (2.27).
Let us mention some general properties of 7-convergence as established in [8].
7-convergence in Mo is metrizable [8, Proposition 4.9], and Mo is compact under

7 [8, Theorem 4.14].
The 7-convergence of a sequence pn to p in Mo can be characterized in variational
terms [8, Proposition 4.10], as convergence for every bounded open set D G Rd and
every / 6 L2(D) of the minimum values m„ to m, where

„=
m =

min

FP (v) +

v€H*{D)l ßn

mm
v€H¿(D) L

JD

fvdx ,
J

f (V)+ [ fvd
JD

However, more conveniently for our present purposes, T-convergence (hence 7convergence) can be characterized in terms of strong convergence of the resolvents
in L2(D), as we shall see in the next proposition.
With each p G Mo, each open set D in Rd, and each A > 0 we associate the
Moreau-Yosida approximation
(F^)\ of F^, defined for every / G L2(D) by

(2.28)

(F° )x(f) =

min

\f?(v) + X [ (v - ffdx

v€H¿(D) I M

JD

PROPOSITION 2.9. Let (pn) be a sequence in Mo, let p G Mo, let D be open
in Rd, and let A > 0. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) the functionals Fj?n Y-converge to F® in L2(D) as n —>00;
(b) the resolvent operators R^(pn)
converge strongly to R^{p) m L2{D) as
n —+ 00;

(c) the Moreau-Yosida
L2(D) as n —>00.

To prove Proposition

LEMMA 2.2.

(2.29)

approximations

{Fj?n)\

converge pointwise

to (F^)\

in

2.9 we need

Suppose that

F?(u)<

lim infF£(un)

for every u G L2(D) and every sequence (un) converging to u strongly in L2(D).
Then (2.29) holds for every u G L2(D) and every sequence (u„) converging to u

weakly in L2(D).
PROOF. Let u E L2(D) and let (u„) be a sequence converging to u weakly in

L2{D) such that
liminf
F!?
(un) < 00.
n —inn
"n
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Then un G H\ (D) for infinitely many n and

liminf / |Vu„|2 dx < oo,
n^°° Jd
so we may assume that (un) converges to u weakly in Hq(D).

Let (¡pk) be the

sequence in C0x(Rd) defined by (2.26). Let us fix A:€ N. Then <pkun G H¿(D)
and (<PkUn) converges to <pku weakly in Hq(D) and, by Rellich's theorem, strongly

in L2(D). Therefore, by the hypothesis,
Fj¿(tpku)<

limmíF¡?n(tpkun)

lim inf

[<Pfc|Vu„|2 + 2ipkunV(pk\7un -r-u^lV^I2]^

n—»oo

D

/ fWndpn \
< lim inf F°(un)
«—°° ^"

+ / [2<pfcuV^Vu + u2\V<pk\2}dx.
JD

In the last inequality we have used the fact that, by Rellich's theorem, (un)
converges to u in L2(Dk) where Dk = {x : x G D,V<pk(x) ^ 0}. Since (V<pk)
converges to 0 uniformly on Rd and (<pku) converges to u in H¿(D), we then
obtain
F°(u) < liminf F°{ipku) < liminf F„D (un),
k—»oo

n—»oo

r'n

and the lemma follows.
We will now proceed with the

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.9. By Lemma 2.2 the equivalence of (a), (b), and
(c) could be obtained as a consequence of an abstract result ([2, Theorem 3.26]
with X = L2(D)). However we prefer to give a more direct proof here.

Let F„ = F°,F = Fj? and, correspondingly, (Fn)x = (F?JX: (F)A = (F?)x.
(a)=»(b) Assume (a). Let / G L2(D), un = XR^(pn)f, and u = XR%(p)f.
We have to prove that

(un) converges

By the definition of T-convergence

to u strongly

in L2(D).

there exists a sequence (vn) converging to u

in L2(D) such that F(u) = limn_ >oo FnyVn)'
By the minimum property of u„ (Proposition

2.1) we have

Fn{un) + X ( (un - f)2dx < Fn{vn) + X f {vn - f)2dx,
JD

JD

hence

lim sup Fn{un) + X i (Un- ff dx
JD

(2.30)
< lim

n—»oo

Fn(Vn) + X [ (Vn- ffdx = F(u) + X [ (u - ffdx.
JD
J
JD

Since
Fn(un)+X

/ (un-f)2dx>
Jd

/ |Vu„|2rix-l-/ u2riz-A
Jd
¿ Jd

/ f2dx,
Jd
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the sequence (u„) is bounded in Hq(D), hence it contains a subsequence which converges weakly in H¿(D) to a function w G HQl(D). We will relabel this subsequence
as (un) again. By Lemma 2.1, we have

(2.31)

F(w)<

liminf Fn(un).
n—»oo

Moreover,

(2.32)

f (w- ffdx < liminf / (u„ - f)2dx.

Jd
Hence, by using (2.30), we obtain

F(w) + X

n^°°

f (w-f)2dx < liminf

Jd

Fn(un) + A

JD

/ ("n - ffdx

Jd

< lim sup Fn(un) + X / (Un- ffdx
Jd

<F( u) + A / (u - ffdx.
Jd

Since u is the unique minimum point of problem (2.28) (see Proposition

2.1), we

obtain w = u and

(2.33)

F(u) + X [ (u - ffdx = lim Fn(un) + X [ (un - ff dx .
Jd

n^°° l

Jd

From (2.31), (2.32), (2.33), and equality u = w it follows that

/ (u - ffdx = lim / (u„ - ffdx,

Jd

™^°°Jd

and hence that (u„) converges to u = w strongly in L2(D). The limit being independent of the subsequence, the whole original sequence (un) converges to u in
L2(D) and (b) is proved.

(b)=>(c) Assume (b). Let / e L2(D), un = AÄf (pn)f, and u = XR{D(p)f. By
taking the test function u = un in the equation

Fn(un) + X
Since un is the minimum

JD

satisfied by un, we obtain

u„dx = X

point of problem

JD

fundx.

(2.28) we have

(Fn)xf = Fn(un)+ A f (tin- ffdx = A f f(f- u«)(ÍJ-.
'D

./D

In the same sense we obtain

(F)xf = X [ f(f -u)dx.
JD

By (b), the sequence (un) converges to u in L2(D), hence (Fn)xf
(F)xf as n —>oo, and (c) is proved.
(c)=>(a) Assume (c). We set
Gn(v) = Fn(v) + X [ v2dx,

Jd

G(v) = F(v) + X [ v2dx.

Jd

converges to
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By condition (c) we have

(2.34)

G(v)+

min
v€H¿(D)

f fvdx

lim

min

n-»oo „gJí" (D)

Jd

j fv dx

Gn(v)+

JD

for every f GL2(D).
Let us consider the following functionals

on L2(D):

F+(u) = inf < lim sup Fn(un):
I, n—»oo

F-(u)

un —>u in L2(D) >,
J

— inf \ liminf Fn(un): un —>u in L2(D) \.
V n—»oo

J

In order to prove that (Fn) T-converges to F in L2(D), it is enough to show that

(2.35)

F<F-

(2.36)

F+<F

on L2(D),

on H01(D)r\L2(D,p).

Let us prove (2.35). Let u G L2(D). Since G is convex and lower semicontinuous
on L2(D) we have (see for example [3, Proposition 4.1])

G(u) =

(2.37)

sup

inf

G( v)+

f€L2(D)v^L2(D)

.

Jd

dx

f{v-u)

If (u„) converges to u in L2(D), by (2.34) we have for every / G L2(D)
mm
v€H¿(D)

G(v)+ j f(v-u)dx\
lim

min

G„(v) +

n—oovt=H¿(D)

Jd

f(v - un)dx

< liminf Gn(un).

By taking the supremum with respect to f G L2(D) in the previous inequality

and by using (2.37) we obtain
G(u) < liminf Gn(un).
n—»oo

Hence

F(u) < liminf Fn(un).
n—»oo

Since (un) is an arbitrary

sequence converging to u in L2(D) we obtain F(u) <

F- (u) and (2.35) is proved.
Let us prove (2.36). Let / G L2(D),
un = -^R{D(pn)f,
By Proposition

and

u = -±Rx°(p)f.

2.1 we have

G(u) + / fudx=
Jd
Gn(un)

+ /

Jd

fundx=

min
G(v) + / fvdx \,
veHi(D) [
Jd
J
min

veH¿(D) [

Gn(v) + /

JD

fvdx

.

Therefore by (2.34) we have

(2.38)

lim G„(un)-|- / fundx = G(u) + / fudx < oo.
"-*00 L
Jd
J
Jd
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Since
Gn(un) + / fundx>
/ \Vun\2dx+ - / u^dx-—
f2dx,
JD
JD
¿ JD
¿* Jd
the sequence (un) is bounded in H^D), hence it contains a subsequence, which
by relabelling we may still denote by (un), which converges weakly in H¿(D) to a
function w G H¿(D). By the inequality F < F- and Lemma 2.2 we have

(2.39)

F(w) < liminf Fn(u„).
n—»oo

Since
(2.40)

/ w2dx < liminf / u2ndx,

Jd

"-*°° Jd

we have

G(w) + I fwdx<
Jd

lim Gn(un) + / fundx = G(u) + / fudx
n^°° L
Jd
J
Jd
=

By the uniqueness

min

veh¿(d)

[

Gn(v) + / fvdx
Jd

.

of the minimum point we have w = u, hence (u„) converges

to u weakly in H¿(D). By (2.38), (2.39), and (2.40) we have
/ u2dx = lim / u2ndx,
Jd
n-*°°JD
and hence (un) converges to u strongly in L2(D). It follows from this argument
that the entire original sequence (u„) must converge strongly to u in L2(D) and
we obtain easily from (2.38) that F+(u) < F(u) for every u G H¿(D)nL2(D,p)
of

the form u = R{°(p)f with / G L2(D).
Since the range of Rx(p) is dense in H¿(D) n L2(D, p), for every u G H¿(D) n
L2(D,p) there exists a sequence (/„) in L2(D) such that the functions vn =
R^(p)fn
converge to u in H¿(D) and in L2(D).
By the lower semicontinuity
of F+, we obtain
F+(u) < liminf F+(vn) < lim F(vn) = F(u)
n—»oo

n—»oo

and inequality (2.36) is proved.
Condition (a) follows now from (2.35) and (2.36), and Proposition 2.9 is proved.
We conclude the present section by stating the following theorem which follows
immediately from Propositions 2.8 and 2.9.

THEOREM 2.1.

Let (pn) be a sequence in Mo, Let p G Mo, and let A > 0. The

following conditions are equivalent:
(a) (pn) 7-converges to p;
(b) the resolvent operators Rx(pn)

converge to Rx(p) strongly in L2(Rd) as n -*

00;

(c) the resolvent operators R®(pn) converge to Rx(p) strongly in L2(D) as n —*
00 for every open set D in Rd\
(d) the resolvent operators R^(pn)
converge to Rx(p)
strongly in L2(D) as
n —*00 for every bounded open set D in Rd.

This result will be convenient for connecting 7-convergence with the probabilistic
notion of stable convergence to be defined in the next section.
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3. We shall use the concept of a randomized stopping time for Brownian motion.
Some notations and results will be taken from [4, §2].
Let C = C([0, oo], Rd), the space of continuous .Revalued functions of nonnegative time, endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact time sets.
C is the sample space for standard Brownian motion (Bt), where Btm. C —*Rd is
the projection map defined by Bt(u) = uj(t),u> denoting a typical point or "sample
path" in C. The relevant <r-algebras on C are 7t — <r(Bt : 0 < s < t), and Qt = 7t+.
We let Ç = g00 = 700= a(Bs : 0 < s < oo).
A stopping time r with respect to the fields (Qt) is defined as usual to be a map
r: C —>[0,oo], such that {r < t} is in Qt for all t, 0 < t < oo. A randomized
stopping time T is defined to be a map T: C x [0,1] —►[0,oo], such that T is a
stopping time with respect to the ¿r-algebras (Qt x Bi)> where B\ denotes the Borel
sets on [0,1]. We shall require T(ui, •) to be nondecreasing and left continuous on
[0,1], with T(w,0) = 0, for every w in C. When convenient we shall regard an
ordinary stopping time t also as a randomized one, by setting r(cj,a) = t(lj) for all
a in (0,1]. If T is a randomized stopping time, then T(-, a) is an ordinary stopping

time, for each a in [0,1].
A randomized stopping time T can be expressed by an equivalent object, the
stopping time measure F induced by T. F is the map F: C x B —»[0,1], where

B = the Borel sets of [0,oo], defined by
(3.1)

F(w,[0,i]) = sup{a: T(u,a) < t}

and the condition that F(u>, ■) be a measure on 8.
We shall often write F(-, (t, oo]) as F((t, oo]) or as Ft. If P denotes a probability
measure on (C, A), and mi denotes Lebesgue measure on [0,1], then Ft is a version of the conditional probability of {T > t} using the probability P x mi, with
respect to the rr-algebra Q x {0, [0,1]}. F(w, •) is thus a version of the conditional
distribution of T given the entire path w. Thus for any bounded measurable Z on

C x [0, oo], we have

(3.2)

j Z(uj, T(w, s))P(dw)mi {da) = í Z{u, t)F(w, dt)P(du).

We can recover T from F by

(3.3)
Furthermore,

(3.4)

T(u, a) = inf{t : F(w, [0, t])>a).
given any map F: C x B —»[0,1] such that

F(w, •) is a probability for each w in C,

we can define T by (3.3). T will be a randomized

stopping time, provided that

(3.5)

for each t.

F(-, [0, £]) is ^(-measurable

Any F: C x B —>[0,1] such that (3.4) and (3.5) hold will be called a stopping
time measure. We see that there is a complete correspondence between the notions
of stopping time measure and randomized stopping time.
DEFINITION 3.1. A sequence T of randomized stopping times will be said to
converge stably to a limit T, with respect to a probability measure P on (C,§), if
for each A G Q, T^^x^i]
converges in distribution to Tl^xjo,!] with respect to
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P x mi. If Fn,F are the stopping time measures for Tn,T, we will also say that
F„ converges stably to F with respect to P.
It is shown in [3] that this convergence is defined by a compact topology.
Until now we have discussed arbitrary probabilities P on (C,Q). Since our
interest is in Brownian motion, we now consider Pv, the usual Wiener measure on

(C, Q) with initial probability distribution v on Rd, that is

(3.6)

P»(BoGÄ) = v(A)

for any Borel set A in Rd. We will refer to such a probability measure P = Pv
as a Brownian probability on C. We will denote the usual heat semigroup by Pt,
where Pt acts both on measures and functions as a Markov operator, so that the
distribution of Bt under Pu is vPt, and Pth(x) = Ex[hoBt] for any bounded Borel
h on Rd.

DEFINITION 3.2. If T„ converges stably to T, for one, and hence for all, probability measures Pv such that v C m,m -C v, where m denotes Lebesgue measure
on Rd, then we will simply say that Tn converges stably to T. If F„, F are the
stopping time measures for Tn, T, we will also say Fn converges stably to F.
The fact that Tn —»T stably for one v with v <C m, m <C v implies that Tn —»T
stably for every A with A <C m, follows readily from the fact that Px <S. Pv (see
also Lemma 3.1 below).
A statement will be said to hold almost surely (a.s.) on C if it holds Px-&.e. for
every x in Rd. If Tn —►
T stably, as in Definition 3.2, we see easily that although T
is not uniquely determined a.s. by Tn,T o 9t is uniquely determined a.s. for every
t > 0, where 9t denotes the usual shift operator, so that 9t(oj)(s) = u(t + s).
In what follows we will often follow a convention of employing the same letters
E and P for expectations and probabilités on the randomized space C x [0,1], that
is, with respect to P x mi, as we do on C with respect to P.

LEMMA 3.1.

Let Tn,T be randomized stopping times, and let P be a probability

measure on (C, Q) such that Tn —*T stably with respect to P. Let F be the stopping
time measure associated with T. Let Z: C x [0, oo] —>R be given. We will write
Z(-,t) = Zt where convenient.
Suppose Z is bounded and Q x B-measurable on

C x [0,oo].
(i) Suppose Z(w, •) is use (Isc) for P-a.e.

lim sup (liminf)
n-»oo

v n^oo

lü. Then

[ ZTndP<

/ J

(>) / ZT dP.
J

(ii) Suppose that for P-a.e. w, F(w, {t: Z(oj, •) is discontinuous

at t}) = 0. Then

lim / ZTndP = Jf ZTdP.

n^ooj

Lemma 3.1 follows from Theorem 7 in [21].
COROLLARYTO LEMMA 3.1.

Let Tn, T be randomized stopping times, and

let P be a probability measure on (C,Q).
(i) Let o be a Qt-stopping time. IfTn —*T stably with respect to P then Tn/\cr —►

T Act stably with respect to P.
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(ii) // there exists tj a sequence of Qt-stopping times such that Tj î oo and
Tn/\Tj —yT/\Tj stably with respect to P for each j, then Tn^T
stably with respect

to P.
PROOF.
(i) Given / G C([0, oo]), Y bounded measurable, let Zt(uj) =
f{t A <t(w))Y(w). Since ZTn = f(Tn A a(u))Y{ui), and ZT = f(T A a(w))Y(u),
the result follows at once from Lemma 3.1.
(ii) Given / G C([0, oo]), Y bounded measurable,

for every e > 0 there exists j

such that

E SUP|/(i) -f(Tj)I

<e.

t>Tj

Then \E[f(Tn)Y] - E[f(Tn A Tj)Y]\ < e||Y||oo and \E[f(T)Y] - E[f(T A r3)Y}\<
s\\Ylloo. Since E[f(Tn A t3)Y\ -+ E[f(T A Tj)Y], the corollary follows.
In order to consider the probabilistic solution of the Dirichlet problem in a region
with many small absorbing holes, one needs to show that a stable limit for the diffusion also implies a corresponding convergence for the Dirichlet problem solutions
un, which are expressed in terms of expected values of boundary values by (6.11)
below, with M replaced by Mn. The next theorem applies to arbitrary randomized
stopping times Tn: not just those associated with multiplicative functionals Mn (see
below), but in particular it shows that the solutions of (6.11) converge weakly in
L2(D), for arbitrary multiplicative functionals Mn, that is, not just for those of §4,
and for bounded measurable boundary values as well as boundary values in H1 (D).
By Remark 3.3 we see that the convergence is actually strong in L2(D). Finally, by
Remark 3.2, the convergence preserves integrals with respect to finite measures in
i/_1. These convergence results follow from Proposition 5.12 of [8] when the Mn
are induced by measures as in §4 and the boundary values are in H1(D).
THEOREM 3.1. Let Tn andT be randomized stopping times, with corresponding
stopping time measures Fn and F, respectively.
Let v be a probability measure
on Rd, and P = Pu', the Wiener measure with initial distribution v. Suppose
Tn —» T stably

the first

with respect

entrance

to P.

time of K.

Let K be a closed set in Rd,

Suppose

that P x mi(T

fF(oj,{T(oj)})P(dco) = 0. Let Y G /^(C^P)
signed measures

and let r denote

= r) = 0, that is, that

with Y = 0 on {r = co}. Define

ipn and ip by the equations

(3.7) j hdipn= f hoBTFn((r,œ])YdP,

Í hdip = Í ho BTF((r,œ])Y dP,

for every bounded Borel function h on Rd.
Then ipn —►
ip in total variation norm as n —>oo.

PROOF. As usual we use \\ip\\ to denote the total variation norm of a signed
measure ip. Clearly ||V>nII < l|Y||i, \\ip\\ < \\Y\\\. Thus the collection of F's for which
the theorem is true is closed in L1 (C, Q,P). Hence it is enough to prove the theorem
when Y = 0 on {r > ç}, where c = the first entrance time of the complement of

some large ball. Thus we may assume that K contains the complement of some
ball, and hence that r < oo almost surely.
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Since JiT=o} F({0})dP = 0, by Lemma 3.1 we have limsup^^^
0. Clearly

/ F„({0}) dP =

Un - ip\\ < j |Fn((r, oo]) - F((t, oo])||Y| dP,
so if Y = 0 on {r > 0} we see easily that Theorem 3.1 holds. Thus we may, by
decomposing Y into two parts, assume that Y = 0 on {r = 0}. Then, discarding
part of v, we may assume P"(r = 0) =0 also. Thus we assume r > 0, P-a.e.
Let Wk be open sets in Rd, Wk j K. Let r¿ denote the first entrance time of
Wk- Then r¿ < r on {r > 0}, and r^ | r everywhere. Clearly £ is generated by the
two cr-algebras £JTand 9~1(Ç). Using again the fact that the set of V's for which
the theorem is true is closed in L1-norm and the fact that Brownian motion has
predictable er-algebras, we see that it is enough to prove Theorem 3.1 when Y is of
the form U(V o9T), where U is bounded and QTk-measurable for some k, and V is
bounded and ^-measurable. We assume \U\ < 1, |V| < 1 without loss of generality,
and consider fixed U, V, k. Let M denote the collection of bounded Borel functions
h on Rd, having sup norm < 1, and having support in a fixed compact subset S of
Rd. In order to prove Theorem 3.1 it is clearly sufficient to prove that

(3.8)

Í hoBTFn((T,oo])YdP^ Ího BtF((t,oc])Y dP

as n —*oo, uniformly over all h in M.
Suppose not. We will show a contradiction,
sequence hni in M, such that

(3.9)

There exists some 6 > 0, and a

í hn¡ o BTFn, ((t, oo])Y dP - f hn, o BtF((t, oo])Y dP > 6 for all i.

Passing to a subsequence and relabelling, we may assume that hn converges to
a limit h in the weak*-topology on L°°(Rd, B", A), where B" denotes the Borel sets
in Rd, and A denotes the distribution
of BT with respect to P^, where ß is chosen
so that m <§; p. We note that if Ax denotes the distribution
of BT with respect to
Px, then Ax <C A for every x in Kc.

Let s > 0 be given. Choose j > k such that P x mi(rj <T < t) < e/2, that is,
/ F([tj,t\) dP < e/2. By Lemma 3.1, there exists n0 such that for every n > n0,

JFn«Tj,T})dP<

(3.10)
Then, for n > no,

(3.11)

Ij hnoBTFn((T,oo\)YdPI f hn OBTFn((Tj,00})YdP-

fhnoBTFn({Tj,oo])YdP
Í ho BTFn((Tj,CX>})Y
dP

= I [(hn - h) o BTFn((T},œ])U(V o 0T)dP

= \ÍE[(hn - h) o BTFn((Tj,oo])U(V o 9T) I 9r] dP
= \j UFn((Tj, oo])((/í„ - h)g) o BT dP
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where g(x) = EX[V], so that g is Borel on Rd and \g\ < 1 everywhere on Rd. Thus

I Í hn o BTFn((jj,oo\)Y
dP - f h o BTFn((T],cx>})YdP
= \j E [UFn((T3,oo})((hn - h)g) o BT \ QTj] dP
= \[uFn((T],oo])EBT'\((hn-h)g)oBT\dP

< j\EBT>[((hn-h)g)oBT)\dP.

For each x in Kc, hn - h -►0 in the weak*-topology on L1(Rd, B", Xx). Thus
EBt> l((hn - h)g) o BT] -►0, P-a.e. This shows that

(3.12)

íhn o BTFn((Tj,oo})YdP-

Ího

SrF„((r„

0

oo]) YdP

asn-»

oo.

By (3.10), for every n > no,

(ho BTFn((r, oo])Y dP <

\f ho BTFn((Tj,oo])Y dP-

(3.13)

By (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13),

(3.14) I f hnoBTFn((T,oo])YdP- Í hoBTFn((T,oo})YdP
By the same argument

as n —►
oo.

(applied to the constant sequence (F)),

(3.15) \f hn o BtF((t, oo])Y dP- Í ho BtF((t, oo])Y dP
By Lemma 3.1, with Z(oj,t)

(3.16)

0

= h o _BT(w)(w)Y(w)l(T(u))00](í),

f/ioBTFn((r,oo])Yc¿P-

( ho BtF((t,oo\)Y dP

0

as n —>oo.

we have

0

as n —►
oo.

(3.14), (3.15), and (3.16) contradict (3.9), so Theorem 3.1 is proved.
REMARK 3.1. The conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is also true if r is any stopping
time of form o + u, where o is any stopping time and u > 0. This result was proved
in [4] for the case o = 0. The proof is a simpler version of the one just given. It
seems possible that this result could be proved in a more general form.
Now that we have obtained some properties of weak convergence of general randomized stopping times, we turn to the more restricted class of randomized stopping
times that we shall actually work with, namely the multiplicative functionals.

DEFINITION 3.3. A stopping time measure M will be called a multiplicative
functional if for every s >0, t>0,
(3.17)

Mt+S = Mt(Ms o 9t)

almost surely.

We shall assume, unless otherwise stated, that any multiplicative functional M
is exact [26, 6]: for every t > 0, and every sequence £¡t of positive real numbers

with £k I 0,
(3.18)

lim Mt-£k o 6E

k—»oo

Mt

almost surely.
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We note in passing that if T is the randomized

stopping time associated with M

then (3.17) implies at once that on {T > t},T(w, 1-6) = t + T(9t(oj),l-b/Mt(uj))
a.s.
If r is a first hitting time or a first entrance time, and M is the associated
multiplicative functional, then Mt = l(t,oo] ° T gives the stopping time measure
asssociated with r, and M satisfies (3.17). M also satisfies (3.18) if r is a first hitting
time but not if r is a first entrance time. For a general treatment of multiplicative
functionals see [6].
Associated with any multiplicative functional M there is a sub-Markov semigroup

Qt(M), defined by
(3.19)

(Qt(M)h)(x)

= Ex[h o BtMt],

As usual, we also define vQt(M)

for every bounded Borel function h.

for any finite measure v by the equation

f hd(vQt(M))=Í Qt(M)hdv.
The semigroup Qt(M) characterizes M uniquely (cf. Proposition 1.9 in [6]).
Although we will refer to Qt(M) as a semigroup, it should be stressed that
Qo(M) will not in general be the identity operator.
If Pt is the usual heat semigroup associated with Brownian motion, clearly Pt =

Qt(l)- Also, one shows easily from (3.18) that

(3.20)

Qt{M)h = \hnPeQt-e(M)h.

Furthermore, if h > 0, the limit in (3.20) is decreasing. It follows that for any h > 0
the function Qt(M)h is upper semicontinuous.
The following fact is sometimes useful:
LEMMA 3.2. Let M be a stopping time measure, X a probability measure with
m <C A, C an uncountable set of times such that for any t G C and any s >

0, Mt+3 = Mt(Ms o 9t), Px-a.e.

Then for any u > 0, M({u}) = 0, Px-a.e.

PROOF. There exists s, 0 < s < t, such that / M({s})dPx
= 0 and t =
u - s G C. Then M({s}) = 0, PA-a.e., and hence M({s}) o 9t = 0, a.s. Thus
M({u}) = Mt(M({s}) o 9t) = 0, PA-a.e., proving Lemma 3.2.
We now wish to consider in what sense a limit of multiplicative
functionals is
again a multiplicative
functional.
The definition of convergence we wish to use
is that given in Definition 3.2, stable convergence of stopping time measures. As

noted after Definition 3.2, this definition of convergence does not specify the limit
uniquely. However, we now show:

THEOREM 3.2. Let Fn,F be stopping time measures such that Fn —►
F stably
and such that for every n and every s > 0, t > 0,

(3.21)

F?+a=F?(F?°9t),

PX-a.e.,

where X is a fixed probability measure with m«i
There exists a multiplicative
functional M (satisfying (3.17) and (3.18)) such that Fn ^> M stably. M is unique
a.s.
PROOF. We wish to prove first that for every s > 0, t > 0,

(3.22)

Ft+s = Ft(Fao9t),

Px-a.e.
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= 0}. We will prove (3.22) for t G C first. By right

it is enough to prove (3.22) when s is such that / F({t + s}) dPx = 0

and / F({s}) dPx = 0. (3.22) is true if for every Y in L1 (C, Q, Px),

Í YFt+sdPx= I YFt(Fso9t)dPx,
or by the usual density argument, if this equality holds for every Y = W(V o 9t),
where W is bounded and £t-measurable, and V is bounded and ^-measurable.
We have, using Lemma 3.1,

f YFt+3dPx= n^ooj
lim f YFtn+sdPx= n^oo
Hm J/ W(Vo Ot)F?{F?o 9t)dPx

J

= lim fwF¡lEBt[VF^\dPx = lim f Ex[VF"]ipn(dx),
n—»ooJ

n—»ooJ

where ipn is the signed measure on Rd defined by

(3.23)

j hdipn = Ex [h o BtWF?}

for any h bounded Borel on Rd.

Let ip be the signed measure on Rd defined by / h dip = Ex[h o BtWFt\.

By

Remark 3.1 (the case proved in [4]),

(3.24)

\\ipn-ip\\^0

asn^co.

Clearly we may approximate ip in total variation norm by gdX, where g is a
bounded Borel function on Rd. Applying Lemma 3.1 to Ex[g o BqVF£],

(3.25)

f Ex\VF^]ip(dx)^

Í Ex[VFs]tp(dx) as n — oo.

Í Ex[VFs}iP(dx)
= Ex[WFtEB'[VFs}\= Ex[YFt(Fso9t)}.
Thus, by (3.24) and (3.25),
j YFt+s dPx = j YFt(Fs o 0t) dPx,
and (3.22) is proved for t G C. But then by Lemma 3.2, (3.22) is proved for all
cases, since for any t > 0,

j F({t}) dPx = 0.

(3.26)

Having established (3.22), the proof of Theorem 3.2 is finished by showing that
for any stopping time measure F, such that (3.22) holds for a fixed probability A
with m C A, we can find a multiplicative functional M such that (3.17) and (3.18)
hold, and such that M = F, P"-a.e., for any v <C m. This is a familiar type of
regularization argument (cf. [26]), but appears to need checking, since initially F
can be arbitrary on a set of PA-measure 0, and thus may be very badly behaved
with respect to Px for some x.
As a consequence of (3.22), we see easily that for any t > 0, and any sequence
of positive real numbers ek with ek J. 0, we have
(3.27)

Ft-£k o 9£k

is almost surely decreasing

in k.
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In particular

Ft-Ek o 9£k has a limit as k —*oo, almost surely.

Let Y denote the limit of Ft-£lt o 9£k as k -> oo. By (3.22), Y > Ft, PA-a.e. On
the other hand, if ^ -C m, we have

¡YdPu

J

= lim F-[Ft_£t o^J
fc—»oo

= lim E"*[Ft-eií},
fc—»oo

where vk = vP£k. Since \\vk - v\\ — 0 as fc -> oo, /YdPu

= Eu\Ft-]

= f FtdPu

by (3.26). This proves that if u « m, í > 0,
(3.28)

lim Ft_e;feo0ejt = Ft,

P"-a.e.

A:—»oo

We now define Nt(u), for í > 0 and w in C, by
(3.29)

Nt(uj) = inf{Ft_r o 9r : r rational, 0 < r < t}.

If follows easily that for every t > 0, for every s > 0,

(3.30)

Nt+S < Nt

everywhere.

For any ek real positive, ek J. 0, we find from (3.30) that for t > 0,
(3.31)

Nt=

lim Ft-Eko9ek

a.s.,

fc—»oo

and hence that for any v <C m,

(3.32)

7Vt= Ft,

P"-a.e.

From (3.31) and (3.22), for t > 0, s > 0,
(3.33)

Nt+s = NtFao9t,

a.s.

We define M, a stopping time measure, by

(3.34)

Mt = Nt+

for 0 < í < oo,

Mx = 1.

For í > 0, Nt+s+i/k = NtFs+1/k o 9t almost surely, by (3.33). Thus Mt+S =
NtFso9t almost surely, using the right continuity of M and F. Hence Mt+S — Nt+s
almost surely, by (3.33) again. This shows that for 0 < í < oo,

(3.35)

Mt = Nt

a.s.

Fix u > 0, consider i, 0 < t < u, and let s = u - t. Applying (3.33), Nu =
NtFu-t

° St: almost

surely.

Letting

¿10

through

a sequence

gives ./Vu = MqNu

almost surely, by (3.34) and (3.31). Hence, by (3.34), Mr = M0Mr almost surely
for all r > 0. This proves that (3.17) holds for our M, when t = 0.
When t > 0, Mt+S = Nt+S = NtFs o 9t almost surely by (3.35) and (3.33), and
Fso9t = Nso9t = Mso 6t by (3.32) and (3.35), so (3.17) holds in all cases.
Mt-£k o 9£k = Nt-£k o 9Ek = Ft-e„ o 0Ek almost surely by (3.35) and (3.32), so

(3.18) holds by (3.31) and (3.35). This proves Theorem 3.2.
REMARK 3.2. Let M(n),M be multiplicative functionals such that M(n) -* M
stably. Let A be a probability measure in Mo (defined in §1). Then M(n) —»M
stably with respect to Px.
PROOF. By Proposition 2.5 we may assume A G M2 (defined in §2) and it
clearly does no harm to assume m <C A also. Let F be a limit point of (M(n)) with
respect to Px. F is a stopping time measure but not necessarily a multiplicative
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functional, although (3.22) must hold. We must show that F = M, Px-a.e. By
choosing a subsequence and relabelling, we may assume that M(n) —»F stably
with respect to Px. Fix u > 0. It follows from the results in [25] that for any
s > 0, for s > 0 sufficiently small there exists a stopping time r with 0 < r < u
such that if Ai denotes the distribution of Bs with respect to Px and A2 denotes
the distribution of BT with respect to PXl, then ||A - A2|| < £■ For each t > 0 and
each n,
Ex[Mt+u(n)

o 9S] = Ex>{Mt+u(n)}

= Ex>[MT(n)Mt+u-T(n)

o 9T],

by [6, 4.14]. Thus Ex[Mt+u(n) o 9S] < EXl[Mt(n) o 9T] = Ex*[Mt(n)\, so
Ex[Mt+u(n)

o 9S] < Ex[Mt(n)\ + e.

By Lemma 3.1, Ex[Mt+u o 9S] < FA[Ft_] + e. It follows that for any t > 0,
limsl0Ex[Mt-s o9s] < Ex[Ft-} = Ex[Ft] by (3.26). The same argument used
to prove (3.28) now shows Ft = limk-,<x>Mt-Ek o 9Ek,Px-a.e. and hence F = M,
Px-a.e., proving the remark.
DEFINITION 3.4. Let M be a multiplicative functional, Qt(M) the corresponding
sub-Markov semigroup. The resolvent Ra(M), a > 0, associated with M is defined

by
(3.36)
Ra(M)=

/■oo

/

Jo

r /-oo

e-atQt(M)dt,

i.e.

Ra(M)h(x)

= Ex

/

Uo

e-at Mth o Bt dt .

We note that the usual resolvent equation argument shows that if M and N
are multiplicative functionals and Ra(M) = Ra(N) for one a > 0 then Rß(M) =

Rp(N) for every ß > 0.
We may consider Qt(M) and Rt(M) as defined initially for h bounded Borel,
and then extend to h in Lp(Rd,m), since Qt(M) is a contraction for 1 < p < oo.

THEOREM 3.3.

Let Mn and M be multiplicative functionals.

The following

statements are equivalent:
(i) Mn —»M stably as n —>oo;
(ii) Ra(Mn)

—»Ra(M)

strongly

on L2(Rd,m)

for each a > 0 as n —»oo.

PROOF. Assume (i). Let A be a probability measure with m <C A, A <C m. By
Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.1, for any t > 0,

(3.37)

||AQt(Mn)-AQt(M)||-0

as n - oo,

where Qt(M) is defined by (3.19).
Qt(Mn),Qt(M)
are dominated by Pt, and hence have kernels qt(n),qt which
are dominated by the kernel pt for Pt. By (3.20) and (3.37) we see that for every

x,\\(qt(n)(x,-)

-qt'x,-))+\\i

-» 0, and hence by (3.37) qt(n) -* gt in L2(F> x Äd)

for any compact D. It follows that Qt(Mn) —►
<Qt(Ai) strongly on L2(Rd), and (ii)

follows.
Conversely, assume (ii). Let iV be a stable limit point of Mn. Then Ra(N) =
Ra(M) on L2(Rd,m). Qt(N) and Qt(M) are clearly strongly right continuous on
L2(Rd,m) as functions of t. Qt(N) = Qt(M) on L2(Rd,m) for a.e. í and hence
for all t since as functions of t they have the same Laplace transforms.
Hence,
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by (3.20), Qt(N) = Qt(M) for all t, as sub-Markov operators. Thus N = M by
uniqueness,

so (i) holds, and Theorem 3.3 is proved.

REMARK 3.3. Our argument show that if Mn —►
M stably and /„ —►
/ weakly
in L2(Rd) then for t > 0, Qt(Mn)fn —►
Qt(M)f strongly in L2(D) for any compact

D.
4. The spaces Mo,Mi,M2 were defined in §2. We will now define the multiplicative functional associated with any measure in Mo- This is a standard construction for measures in Mi. First we must recall the notion of the additive
functional At associated with a general measure p. At is additive in the sense
that At+S = At + As o Ot a.s. for all s,t. To begin with, let p be a measure with
a bounded density / with respect to Lebesgue measure on Rd. In this case the
additive functional At(p) associated with p is simply

(4.1)

At(p)= f

foBsds,

and the multiplicative functional associated with p is then Mt(p) = exp(—At(p)).
In order to state the general construction, it is convenient to introduce further
potential operators: For each A > 0, and each open set D C Rd, let Gx denote the
resolvent operator for the semigroup of Brownian motion killed on Dc, where we
interpret GB as an operator from measures to functions. That is,

(4.2)

GBp(x)=

/
JRd

e-XtPt(x,y)dtp(dy),

J[0,oc]

where pt(x,y) denotes the transition density for Brownian motion killed on Dc.
We will write G% simply as Gx. For d > 3, we will also allow A = 0, and write
Gq = G in this case, so that G is again just the classical potential operator, up to
a constant factor. More generally, when D is a Green region, we will allow A = 0,
and of course GD is just the classical Green operator for D in this case, up to a
constant factor.
Consider p in M2- It is easy to show that a finite measure p is in M2 if and only if
Gxp is bounded and continuous for one, and hence every A > 0. For such measures,
standard techniques (for a systematic development see [6, Chapters IV and VI, also
14]) show that there is a continuous additive functional At(p) associated with p,
characterized by the condition that for every A > 0 and every x G Rd,

(4.3)

Gxp(x) = Ex

[

e~xtdAt(p)

|/[0,oo]

Clearly (4.3) agrees with (4.1) in the special case. We note that when Gp
exists, At(p) is the increasing process whose existence is guaranteed by the DoobMeyer decomposition theorem applied to the supermartingale Gp o Bt, such that

Gp o Bt + At (p) is a martingale.
Since At(p) is finite and continuous, Ao(p) = 0, and hence At(p) is exact, in the
sense that for every í > 0 and every sequence £k I 0, At-£k o 9£k —►
At a.s. We also

have the following useful fact [6, 6.3.1, 4.2.13]: if v G M2,q is bounded Borel, and
p = qv, then

(4.4)

At(p)= = I

Q°
qoBsdAs(v).

J[o,t]
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Next we consider p G Mi. We define At(p) to be the limit of At(pn): where
pn is any sequence of measures in M2 with pn j p. At(p) clearly is an additive
functional, and is independent of the choice of the sequence pn- (4.4) continues to
hold, so it is a routine exercise using the monotone convergence theorem to show
that At+ is an exact additive functional, and is continuous in t on the interval of
times for which it is finite. We define the multiplicative functional M(p) associated

with p, satisfying (3.17) and (3.18), by Mt(p) = exp(-,4t+).
Before defining M(p) for p G Mo, we must prove some facts.

LEMMA 4.1. Let pi and p2 be in Mo- Then pi ~ P2 if and only if pi(V) =
P2(V) for all finely open sets V.
PROOF. Assume p\ ~ p2- Let D be a bounded open set. By the proof of 1.XI.10
in [12] we can choose a bounded continuous Green potential q = GDv (even with
v -C m) such that for any finely open subset V of D, if h is the reduction (defined in

[12, 1.III.4]) of q on Ve, then V = {q> h}, up to a polar set. If vk = (k(q-h))Al
then vk G H1(Rd) and vk Î l{9>h}, so (1.6) shows that pi(V) = P2(V). The same
relation for arbitrary V then follows.
Now suppose that pi,p2 are such that pi(V) = P2(V) for every finely open set
V. As mentioned earlier, any function u in H1(Rd) is quasi continuous, so that
for any £ > 0 and any Green region D there is a set BE of capacity (relative to D,
say) less than e, such that the restriction of u to BE is continuous. We may enlarge
B£ to make it fine closed without changing its capacity, u is finely continuous on
D at each point of the complement of BE, a finely open set. It follows that u on
Rd is fine continuous at each point of a finely open set in Rd whose complement is
polar. Let <pbe any nonnegative continuous function on R and let / = <po u. The
inverse image under / of any open set differs from a finely open set by a polar set,

so i[o,oo)M{/

> 0) dt = J[0oo) p2({f > t}) dt, or

(4.5)

jfdp1=Jfdp2.

In particular, taking <p(x) = x1 proves Lemma 4.1.
A direct proof of (4.5) from (1.6) is also easy.

REMARK 4.1. Let p\,pi

G Mo and say / is good if (4.5) holds. Let D be a

Green region, W a finely open subset of D, such that for any probability v <C m
on Rd with q = GDv bounded and continuous, and any finely open subset V of W,
we have q — h good, where h denotes the reduction of q on Ve. Then pi = P2 on

all finely open subsets of W. Indeed, q - q A (h + a) is good by [12, 1.XI.16], so
(q - h) A a is the difference of good functions, and is easily seen to be good. The
argument of Lemma 4.1 now applies, so Pi(V) = P2(V) as claimed.
Let p G M2, v any probability measure on Rd. Let D be a Green region, o the
first exit time of D. Let ro and Ti be finite stopping times < er, with ro < T\. Let
Vi denote the distribution on Rd of BTi with respect to Pv. GDp o Bt + At (p) is a
martingale for t < o. Hence

i GDpdvo-

Í GDpdvl

Ev

/
J\tq,t\\

dAt(p) ,
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and so
vl)dp

¡GD(v0-

(4.6)

f

= Eu

dAt(p)

J[to,ti]

Obviously (4.6) remains true when u € Mi and when to,ti

LEMMA 4.2.

are randomized.

Let pi,p2 G Mi. Then pi ~ p2 if and only if M(pi) = M(/i2)

a.s.

PROOF. Assume pi ~ p2- Let cbea

probability such that GDv is bounded for

each Green region D. Let r be any finite stopping time. Let D be bounded
and o the first exit time of D. Let tq = 0, rx = r Act. Then

IGD(v-vx)dpl

= Ev

J

[

dAt(p

open,

1,2,

for

J[0,rAa]

by (4.6). Letting D expand to Rd, we see by (4.5) that
Ev

/

J[0,r]

dAt(pi) = E"

\

J[0,r]

dAt(p2)

This in turn implies At(pi) = At(p2) P"-a.e., by Theorem 2.6 of [15], so M(pi) =
M(p2) P"-a.e. By exactness, M(p\) = M(p2) a.s.
Conversely, assume M(pi) = M(p2) a.s. Let D and o be as above. For every
stopping time r < a, and every probability measure v on D, if v\ denotes the

distribution of BT with respect to Pu then by (4.6),

Í GD(v-v1)dp1

= f GD(v-v1)dp2

and hence p\ ~ p2 by Remark 4.1, proving the lemma.

DEFINITION4.1. For any p G Mo, let M(p) be defined a.s. by M(p'), where
p' G Mi with

p ~ p'.

We denote

the randomized

stopping

time

associated

with

M(p) by T(p).
We note that M(p) has been defined in terms of p by a probabilistic construction.
As in §3, we can then define the resolvent Rx(M(p)) corresponding to the semigroup
associated with M(p).
At the same time, we can consider the resolvent Rx(p)
defined by the variational problem discussed in §2. We now prove:

THEOREM 4.1.

Let p be in Mo,A>0.

Then Rx(p) = Rx(M(p)).

PROOF. As usual we may take p G Mi. Let p be expressed as p = qdv,
where v G M2 and q: Rd —>[0,00] is Borel. Let pn = (q A n) dv. Then pn ] p, so
R\(Pn) -> R\(p) strongly, by Theorem 2.1. Also Mt(pn) — exp(—At(pn)) decreases
pointwise to exp(-At(p))
= Mt-(p), so as a random measure M(pn) converges
weakly to M(p) on [0,00], pointwise for each w. Thus M(pn) —>M(p) stably
for any probability measure Pv, so in particular M(pn) —> M(p) stably. Thus
R(M(pn))
—> R(M(p))
strongly, by Theorem 3.3. Hence it is enough to show

Rx(p) =Rx(M(p))

for p G M2-

Accordingly, let p be a measure in M2- We must show that Rx(p) = Rx(M(p)).
Let Vk = pPi/k, where Pt is the usual Brownian motion semigroup. The usual

arguments (cf. [6, IV.3.8]) show that for any x G Rd,

(4.7)

Ex[(At(vk) - At(p)f\ ^ 0 asfc^oo.
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Let kj be any subsequence. We can find a subsequence fc¿of kj, such that At(vki) —*
At(p) pointwise Px-a.e., for all rational t. Thus as a measure M(vki) converges
weakly to M(p) on [0, oo], for P^-a.e cj. Hence M(vki) converges stably to M(p).
Since kj was any subsequence

of the original sequence, we see that M(vk) —*M(p)

stably, for all x G Rd.
In particular we have shown that M(vk) —>M(p), so Rx(M(vk)) —*Rx(M(p))
strongly. By [8, Proposition 4.12], vk 7-converges to p, so by Theorem 2.1, Rx(vk)
—>Rx(p) strongly. Thus it is sufficient to consider p in M2 such that p has a
C°° density with respect to Lebesgue measure.
In this case both Rx(p) and
Rx(M(p)) are defined by the same classical differential equation, so Theorem 4.1
is proved.

COROLLARY. For any open set D, let a be the first exit time of D. Let MD(p)
be the multiplicative

functional

corresponding

to T(p) A o.

Then for any X >

0, RB(p) = Rx(MD(p)).
PROOF. The same argument used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 can be used
again. Or by Proposition 2.2 and the method of Example 4.1 below we can just
apply Theorem 4.1 to the measure p + ooE, where E = Dc.
THEOREM 4.2. A sequence pn G Mo ^-converges if and only if the corresponding sequence M(pn) converges stably.
PROOF. By Theorem 2.1, pn 7-converges if and only if the resolvents Rx(pn)
converge strongly. M(pn) converges if and only if Rx(M(pn)) converges strongly
by Theorem 3.3. Since Rx(pn) = Rx(M(pn)) by Theorem 4.1, the result is proved.
REMARK 4.2. Since 7-convergence and stable convergence are now linked, we
see that the Corollary to Lemma 3.1 gives a probabilistic proof of Theorem 2.1.

EXAMPLE4.1. Let K be any Borel set in Rd, d > 3. Let A be a probability,
^ < m, m C A. Let r be the first hitting time of K, and let v denote the
distribution of BT on {r < 00} with respect to Px, i.e. v is the swept measure of

A on if.
THEN: ccv ~ 00jf, and M(oo^) is the stopping time measure for r, where oo^
is given by Definition 2.2, and oov(A) = 00 if v(A) > 0, oov(A) = 0 otherwise.
PROOF. Clearly it does not change oof if we replace A by any probability which
is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to A. Thus without loss of generality
we assume that A has a bounded density with respect to m. Then GX is bounded

and > Gv. Let o = inf{t: At(v) > 0}. We claim:
(a) o = r, Px-a.e., for every x G Rd, and
(b) v(V) > 0 for any finely open set V such that V C\K is not polar.

PROOF OF (a). Clearly GX = Gv, quasi everywhere on K. Thus, by (4.6),
Ex[AT(v)} = 0. Hence AT(v) = 0, PA-a.e., so r < o, PA-a.e.
Let ip denote the distribution of Ba on {o < 00} with respect to Px. Then

Gv > Gip. By (4.6), /G(A -ip)dv

= 0. Thus Gip = GX > Gv, v-a.e. Hence by

the domination principle, Gip > Gv. Thus Gip = Gv. Since Ex[(o —t)1{t<00}\ —
f G(v - ip) dm — 0, this proves t = o, FA-a.e. Since r = limt m t o 0t and o =
limt jo o o 9t, and r o 9t = a o 9t, Px-a.e., for every x G Rd, (a) is proved.

PROOF OF (b). Let V be finely open. As noted in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we
can find measures pi,P2 such that G pi is bounded

and continuous,

Gpi > Gp2,
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and Y = {Gpi > Gp2) differs from Y by a polar set. Let ¡fi be the swept measure

of pt on K. Then G<pi > Gip2- Let W = {G>pi > Gp2}- Then WnK = VnKup
to a polar set. / G(<pi - <p2)dv = f G(<p\ - ip2) dX. W is finely open, so X(W) > 0.
Thus v(W n K) > 0. This proves (b). (a) and (b) clearly imply the result.
A similar construction in R2 shows that M (ook) = the first hitting time of K
in this case also.
5. In this section we shall illustrate

the earlier results by proving some facts

relating to Theorem 5.10 of [8].
LEMMA 5.1. Let un and vn be two sequences in Mo such that pn ^-converges
to p and vn ^-converges to v. Let Z be a finely open set in Rd. Suppose that
Pn — vn on all finely open subsets of Z. Then p = v on all finely open subsets of

Z.
PROOF. We may rephrase the lemma as follows: let pn,P be in Mo, such that
pn 7-converges to p. Let Z be a finely open set in Rd. Let vn = lzpn, and let tp
be any 7-limit point of vn. Then ip = p on finely open subsets of Z. Clearly we
may assume that Z G a bounded open set D.
Replacing pn and p by equivalent measures, we may assume that pn,p G Mi.

Let M(n) = M(pn), M = M(p), N(n) = M(vn), N = M(ip). By relabelling,
assume N(n) —►
N stably. Let r = the first exit time of Z. Fix t > 0, and let
Y = l{r>t}- Let v be any probability measure, v <€. m. By Lemma 3.2, for
s > 0, M({s}) = 0 and iV({s}) = 0, P"-a.e., and hence, by Lemma 3.1, for any

HGL\C,Q,P»),

Í Yi/l[0,s] dM(n) dPv -> Í YHl[0,a]dM dPv
and

/ YH\yo,s\ dN(n) dPv -> Í YHl[0,a] dN dPv.
Since M,t(n)

fYHl[0,s]dNdPv.

= Nu(n)

for u < r, we have, for 0 < s < t, f Yiz~l[0,s] dM dPu =

It follows that Ms = Na,P"-a.e.,

on {r > t}, for 0 < s < t.

Hence Ma = Na, P^-a.e., on {r > s}. Thus Aa+(p) = Aa+(ip) for 0 < s < r, in the
notation of §4. Hence Aa(p) = Aa(ip) for 0 < s < t. It follows from (4.6) that for

every stopping time o < r, if vi denotes the distribution

of BG with respect to P",

then f GD(v —vi)dp = fGD(v —vi)dtp. Hence, by Remark 4.1, p = tp on any
finely open subset of Z, so Lemma 5.1 is proved.
DEFINITION 5.1. For any measure p G Mo, the set of finiteness W(p) for p is
the union of all finely open sets V such that p(V) < 00.

LEMMA 5.2.

Let pn,p be in Mo, such that pn 1-converges to p. Let W = W(p).

Let A be a Borel set in Rd such that p(ñne-3A) = 0. Let H be the fine-interior
of A. Suppose that (fine-d/i")n(fine-cW)
and (fine-(M-(fine-e>.r7)) l~llYc are polar.
Let vn = IaMti,^ = IaP- Then vn ^-converges to v.

PROOF. Let G = fine-interior of Ac. Let <pn = lA'Pn: <P= Ia'P- Let ip,X be
any 7-limit points of vn, <fn, respectively. By Lemma 5.1, v < ip and <p < X on
all finely open sets. Also, by Lemma 5.1, since xg^P = the limit of XGvn on finely

open subsets of G, ip(G) = 0. Similarly X(H) = 0.
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Since vn+tpn = pn 7-converges to p, we must have ip+X = p, so ifi+X = p = v+<p
on all finely open sets. It follows that ip — v and A = <pon all finely open subsets

oiW.
Now let S be any finely open set. Let

Z = S - [{(ñne-dH) n (fine-cW)} U {(fine-cM - fme-diï) n Wc}\.
Let x G Z. We consider four cases.

Case (i). x G H. Then v(Z C\H)= ip(Z n H) by Lemma 5.1.
Case (ii). x G G. Then v(Z l~lG) = ip(Z n G) = 0.
Gase (iii). i € IY. Then v(Z nW) = tp(Z n W).
The remaining

possible case is x G ñne-dH,

x not in fine-closure W.

Let D

be a finely open set, D G Z, x G D, such that D f]W = 0. D D H / 0, so
¡^(D n /Y) = p(D n H) = oo = ip(D n ii). We have shown that in every case,
x is contained in a finely open subset D of Z with v(D) = ip(D). Since the fine
topology has the quasi-Lindelöf property, and v and ip are in Mo, v(Z) = ip(Z), so
v(S) = ip(S). Thus v = tp, and Lemma 5.2 is proved.
As a corollary, we see that if p is Radon, so that Wc = 0, then vn 7-converges
to v whenever p(fme-3A) = 0, in particular when p(3A) = 0. This is a special case
of a more general criterion obtained in [8, §5].
For a general p G Mo, we note that the condition that (fine-cM - ñne-dH) n Wc
be polar is trivially satisfied when A C the fine closure of its fine interior, for
example when A is an open or closed ball.
6. In this section we give some results relating to the probabilistic

solution of

the /^-Dirichlet problem.
Let p G M2- Let M denote M(p), and let T denote the randomized stopping
time corresponding to M. Let r be a stopping time, r < the first exit time of
some Green region D. Let v be any probability measure on Rd, and let vi be the
distribution of 5tAt, i> the distribution of BT on {T > r}, both distributions with
respect to Pv xmi. Let h be a bounded Borel function on Rd. By Fubini,
Eu

Í

ho BtdAt(p)

Ev

J[0,tAT]

Ev

j
hoBtMtdAt(p)
J[0,t]

f

J[0,t]

hoBtM(dt)

Thus by (4.6) and (4.4)

(6.1)
LEMMA 6.1.

f GD(v-vi)hdp= f hdvi- f h<
:dlp.
Let p G M2- Let D be open in Rd, u G HXoc(D),u p-harmonic

on D. Let r be a stopping time, r < the first exit time of some compact subset K
of D. Then for quasi every x G D,

(6.2)

u(x) = Ex[uoBTMT\.

PROOF. Clearly we may assume that D is bounded. By Proposition 2.6, u can
be made continuous on D by changing the values of u on a polar set. Thus we
assume that u is continuous and bounded.
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For any v which is G°° with compact support

in D, since u is /¿-harmonic we

have

(6.3)

/ u(—Av)dm = — I uvdp.

Let v and A be probability measures with compact support in £>, such that
GDv = GDX outside a compact subset of D. Let <pbe G°° with compact support
on Rd, ip nonnegative and radially symmetric, ftp dm — 1. Define ipg for 6 > 0

by <ps(x) = <p(x/6)/6d.

Then for 6 small, v6 = <ps * v and A¿ = <p¿* A have

compact support in D, and GDvg = G^Aa outside a compact subset of D. Letting

v = GD(vs-Xs)m(6.3),

(6.4)

/ udvs - / udAê = — I uGD(vg - X&)dp.

Letting 6 —*0, since vg —►
i/, Xg —>A weakly, we have f udv —f udX as the

limit of the left side of (6.4).
GDvs Î Gdí^, GDA¿ Î GDX pointwise, and ¡GDvdp

< oo, ¡GDvdp

< oo

since GDp is bounded. Since |u| is bounded, we have —fuGD(v — X)dp as the
limit of the right side of (6.4), by the dominated convergence theorem. Thus

(6.5)

i udv-

i udX = - j uGD(v-X)dp.

In particular, when v = 6X, and A = Vi as in (6.1), (6.5) holds.
/udv = f udip, and hence (6.2), proving Lemma 6.1.

LEMMA6.2.
LXoc(D,p).

LetpGM2-

(6.5) gives

Let M = M(p). Let D be open in Rd, u G Hfoc(D)C\

Suppose that for any open ball K with compact closure in D,

(6.6)

u(x) =Ex[uoBTMj\,

form-a.e.xGK,

where t = tk denotes the first exit time of K.
Then u is p-harmonic on D.

PROOF. Let K be fixed. Let w be the solution to the /i-Dirichlet problem on K
with data u on 3K. Let Kn be a sequence of balls with the same center as K such
that

Kn C K and Kn î K. Let rn be the first exit time of Kn. Then rn î r. Define

ipx,ipx(n) by ¡hdipx = Ex[hoBTMT]J hdipx(n) = Ex[hoBTnMTJ. fwdiPx(n) -»
fudipx
as n —» oo. ipx(n) converges to ipx in energy norm, so ipx(n) —» ipx in
H~1(Rd), and f wdipx(n) —*fudipx as n —»oo. But fwdipx(n)
= w(x) for q.e.

x, by Lemma 6.1, while f udtpx = u(x) for m-a.e. x by (6.6). Thus w = u, m-a.e.
Thus w = u q.e., and Lemma 6.2 is proved.

THEOREM 6.1.

Let p G Mo, M = M(p).

Let D be open in Rd. Let u be in

HXoc(D) Pi L2oc(D,p).
The following statements are equivalent:
(i) u ¿s locally p-harmonic on D;
(ii) if t is a stopping time, r < the first exit time of an open set U with compact
closure in D, then for quasi every x G D, if X G H~l(Rd),
where X is the distribution of BT with respect to Px (in particular if r > the first exit time of some open
set around x), then

(6.7)

u(x) = Ex\uoBrMT-\;
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(iii) for every v G M2 with v(Dc) = 0, and every open ball K with compact
closure in D,

(6.8)

¡udv

= Ev[u o BTMT-}, where r = tk,

the first exit time of K.

PROOF. (i)=>(ii) Let U,r be given. We may assume p G Mi and U is a finite
union of open balls. There exist measures pn G M2 with pn | p. Yet u„, n = 1,2,3,
be the solutions to the //„-Dirichlet problem on U with fixed data u± on 3G. By
Lemma 6.2, if M(n) = M(pn), for quasi every x in U we have
(6.9)

u±(as) = Ex[u± o BTMT(n)].

By Proposition 2.7, u+ —u~ converges to u q.e. on U. Consider x G U such that
u+(x)—u~(x) -* u(x) and such that (6.9) holds for all n. Suppose A is in H~1(Rd),
where A is the distribution of BT with respect to Px. Then Ex[u± oBTMT(l)] < 00.
Since MT(n) [ Mr_ as n —*00, the dominated convergence theorem gives
lim F^u*

n—»00

o BTMT(n)\ = E^

o BTMt-].

Thus (ii) holds.
(ii)=»(iii) Clear.
(iii)=>(i) Given K, r — tk, define w(x) = Ex[u o BTMT-] for every x G D. Let
A = {w > u}. If A is not polar, we can find v G M2 with compact support in K

and v(Ac) = 0. Then /wdv

> f udv. But ¡wdv

= Ev[u o BTMTJ\ = f udv by

(6.8), contradiction.
Thus A is polar. Similarly {w < u} is polar. Hence w = u
quasi everywhere. Thus, for every choice of K, letting r = tk, for quasi every

xGD,
(6.10)

u(x) = Ex[uoBTMT-}.

Now let K be fixed, r = tk- Let pn G M2, Mn î P- Let u* solve the u„-Dirichlet
problem on K with data u* on ô/f. Again u£ —u~ —*f quasi everywhere, where
/ is the solution of the /¿-Dirichlet problem on K with data u on 3K. As in the
earlier argument, for every x in K, the dominated convergence theorem shows
lim Ex[u±

o BTMT(n)\

= F^u*

o STMr_].

n—»00

By (6.10) we then have u = / quasi everywhere on K. Thus u is /i-harmonic locally
on D. This proves Theorem 6.1.
Let D be a bounded open set. Consider the //-Dirichlet problem for u on D
with data 9 on 3D. As usual we assume 0 € H1(Rd) and u - o e H¿(D). Let
£>n be open, jD„ C IAn+i, -Dn î D. Let r„,r be the first exit times of Dn,D
respectively. Then r„ î r. Fix x G D. Yet ipx(n),ipx be defined by f hdipx =
Fx[/i o BTMT-],fhdipx(n)
= Ex[h o BTnMTnJ\, for any ri bounded Borel on Äd.
Since MTn- [ MT_, it is easy to see that ipx(n) —> ipx in H~1(Rd),
so that
fudipx(n)
—» f gdipx as rt —►00. For q.e. x, u(x) = f udipx(n)
u(x) = f gdtpx = Ex[g o ßrMT_], so we have shown:

for all n. Thus

REMARK 6.1. The solution u of the u-Dirichlet problem on D with data 0 is
given, for quasi every x G D, by
(6.11)

u(x) = Fx[o o BTMT-\,

where r is the first exit time of D.
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We recall that a point x G Rd is called a regular Dirichlet point for p if every u which is /i-harmonic near x is continuous at x and vanishes there. On the
other hand, a point x is called permanent for a multiplicative functional M if
PX(M0 = 1) = 1. The Blumenthal 0-1 law shows that if x is not permanent then
PX(M0 = 1)=0.

THEOREM 6.2.

A point x is regular for p if and only if Px(M0(p) = 0) = 0.

PROOF, (i) Suppose x is regular. Let K be a small ball centered at x. Let u be
the solution of the //-Dirichlet problem with data = 1 on 3K. For quasi every y in

K,
(6.12)

u(y) = Ey[MT-\,

where r denotes the first exit time of K.

For any t > 0, and any z G K,
Ez[l{T>t}u

o Bt] = E*\l{T>t}EB'

= F2[l{r>t}F[MT_

o 9t | 9t}} > F2[F[l{T>t}MtMT_

= E*[E[l{T>t}M{t+TOel}-

= F2[l{r>t}F[MT_

[Mr_]]

| 9t\] = F*[F[1{T>Í}MT_

o 0t \ Çt}}
| &]]

| 9t\\ = EX[E[MT_ | gt]] - F2[l{r<t}F[MT_

| &]].

Thus for z G K, t > 0,
(6.13)

F*[l{T>t}u o Bt] > EZ[MT_] - P*(r < t).

Since u is continuous and u(y) —>0 as y —►
x, for q.e. y, and 0 < u < 1, we see
that FI[l{T>i}U o Bt] —»0 as t —>0. Since Px(t < t) —*0 as t —»0, taking z = x
in (6.13) we have Ex[MT-\ = 0, so Mr_ = 0, Px-a.e. Since this is true for all K,
we must have Mo = 0, Px-a.e.
(ii) Suppose that Mo = 0, Px-a.e. Let K be a fixed open ball centered at x,

t = tk- Let ipy be defined by f hdtpy = Ey[h o BTMT-), for h bounded Borel
on Rd, y G K. Let u(y) be defined for all y G Rd by (6.12). For any z G K,
u(z) < Px(t

<t)

+ E*[l{T>t)MT-].

F*[l{T>t}MT_]

< F2[l{T>t}M(t+TOÖt)_]

< Ez[M{t+TOet)-]
Thus Y\mswpz^xu(z)

<Px(t

= Ez[MtM{To6t)-

< t) +Ex[(MT-)o9t],

o 9t] < EZ[(MT_)

o 9t).

for every t > 0. r > 0, Px-a.e.

Let u be a positive, measurable function taking rational values such that o < r,
Px-a.e. Then Mr_ o9t<M<Jo 9t. By (3.18), Mao9t->
Ma, Px-a.e. Thus
lim sup EX[(MT-) o 9t] < Ex[Ma] < EX[M0] = 0.

t—o

Thus limsupz_xu(z)
= 0, so ipz —►0 in total variation norm as z —>x. The
measures ipz are dominated by a finite uniform measure on 3K, so ipz —►0 in
H~1(Rd), so that for any v in H1 near 3K, f vdtpz —»0 as z —»x. Now let u be
an arbitrary /i-harmonic function near x. For Ä" small, and quasi every z near x,
u(z) = f udipz. Thus for these z, u(z) —►
0 as z —>x. This proves Theorem 6.2.
We now give one more criterion for regularity at a point. To avoid trivial details,
we assume d > 3.

STOPPING

LEMMA 6.3.
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TIMES AND T-CONVERGENCE

Let d > 3, p G Mo, x G Rd. Then x is regular for p if and only

if for every finely open set V containing

x, Gp(x) = oo, where p = lvP-

PROOF. We may take p G Mi. Suppose Gp(x) < oo for some V. Yet r be the
first hitting time of Ve. By (4.6), Ex[AT(p)] < oo. Thus A0+(p) < oo, Px-a.e., so
Mo(p) > 0, Px-a.e., and so x is not regular.
Conversely, suppose M0(p) > 0, Px-a.e. Let r be the first time At(p) > 1. r > 0,
Px-a.e. Since Brownian motion has predictable cr-fields, we can find a stopping time
a with a < r, Px-a.e., and Px(o > 0) = a > 0. Ex[Aa(p)\
< oo, so by (4.6),
/ G(v —vi) dp < oo, where v = 6X and vi is the distribution of Ba with respect to

Pv. By [12, 1.XI.4], fine-limitj^

G(v - Vi)(y)/Gv(y)

= 1 - a, so we can find a

fine-open set V containing x such that on V, G(v —vi) > ßGv, where ß > 0. Thus
fv Gvdp < oo, or Gp(x) < oo, for p = lvP- This proves Lemma 6.3.
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